The following faculty members of the College were named Highly Cited Researchers 2022 by Clarivate Analytics.

- Dr ZENG Zhiyuan
- Professor ZHANG Qingfu
- Professor ZHANG Qichun
- Professor ZHANG Hua
- Professor ZENG Chunyi
- Professor ZHENG Xiaocheng
- Professor ZENG Ting
- Associate Professor WANG Jun
- Professor WANG Jianping
- Dr HE Qiyuan
- Professor HE Jr-Hau
- Professor Gary FENG
- Professor Paul CHU
- Professor CHEN Guanrong
- Professor Gao Xiaohua
- Professor HU Jinlian
- Professor Sam KWONG
- Professor Andrey ROGACH
- Professor LEE Duu-Jong
- Professor Angus YIP
- Professor LAM Chi Wai
- Professor CHEN Kunpeng
- Associate Professor JIN Yan
- Associate Professor YEH Jiunn-Jii
- Associate Professor CHEN Wenling
- Associate Professor WONG Ka-Hung
- Associate Professor CHAN Chi Man
- Associate Professor TAO Yanmei
- Associate Professor CHIU Sum Yin
- Associate Professor WU Jie
- Associate Professor LIU Fayu
- Associate Professor LI Mingyu
- Associate Professor LI Yuchao
- Associate Professor ZHU Zonglong
- Professor TSAI Din-ping
- Professor Alex JEN

The President's Awards recognise high-achieving faculty who have made exemplary contributions to CityU's research and academic achievements. The awards were presented to faculty members from various departments of the College of Engineering.

Dr Sam KWONG was awarded the Distinguished Researcher of the Year Award for his outstanding contributions to research and academic achievements. The award recognises a person with an exemplary research record and leadership qualities.

Dr Sunny CHAI has been bestowed the Distinguished Alumni Award for his exemplary personal achievements and contributions to society. Dr CHAI is the Chairman of the Federation of Hong Kong Industries and Commerce (FHIC) and the President of the Hing Fat Yu and Tang Foundation.

The awards were presented at the College of Engineering Annual Banquet on 29 January 2023. The event was attended by the College's leadership, faculty members, and special guests.

The College of Engineering at City University of Hong Kong is committed to excellence in research and teaching. It offers programmes in various fields such as Engineering, Chemistry, Materials Science, Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, and Mathematics. The College is dedicated to fostering innovation and excellence in the global community.